SINTON INCLUSIVE PLAYGROUND

Proposal #: 125-177353-2

CLIMBING
Climbing brings adventure and challenge to the playground while providing necessary developmental benefits such as balance, agility, upper and lower body strength, and decision-making skills. As children climb, they develop confidence and take age-appropriate risks that help build skills that will help them throughout their lives.

INNOVA® ROCKER
The INNOVA® Rocker enhances inclusive play and allows all children the opportunity to be at the heart of the action. Accessible Rocker panels allow children in wheelchairs to comfortably participate in multiple activities while also developing fine motor skills.

ACCESS RAMP & ON-DAMP
ACCESSIBLE BEACH PANELS
The ramp system winds around the playground from ground level up giving all children the opportunity to be at the heart of the action. Accessible Beach panels allow children in wheelchairs to comfortably participate in multiple activities while also developing fine motor skills.

PLAYENSEMBLE®
PLAYENSEMBLE® brings a higher level of music expression to communities around the world. As a universal experience that inspires everyone to create, music brings a sense of wonder to the play environment. Musical experiences aren’t just play; they accelerate child development intellectually, socially, and emotionally as well as enhance overall motor skills, language and literacy.

PLAY VARIETY
This design offers the perfect solution for a great playground and ensures that the necessary and age-appropriate play components are included. With various slides, climbers, and spinning events, kids will be able to enhance physical fitness while having fun playing.

SLIDING
Slides help develop children’s balance and coordination, increase self-confidence and provide thrilling fun.
NOTE: Although all attempts have been made to provide an accurate site, it may not truly represent the area where this structure is to be placed.
CONNECTION REIMAGINED - Create connections that move you with Burke's Konnection Swing, an incredible experience that promotes intergenerational play, engagement and interaction when adults and children swing together. Children can also enjoy swinging together and older children can engage with younger children while advancing skills such as cooperation, teamwork and developing their proprioceptive systems. A welcoming, clean form characterizes the Konnection Swing and ease of use is inherent in the construction right down to the details in the sliding backrest and comfortable, contoured design. Help foster true connection with the Konnection Swing and be moved by the power of playing together.
PLAY THAT MOVES YOU®

There's nothing quite like the joy of swinging. The feeling of freedom and flying while the ground fades away and you feel like a bird, like a plane or even a superhero. The Freedom inclusive Swing Seat allows children of all abilities to enjoy the childhood joy of swinging in a safe and secure seat created just for them. Pair it with a standard Burke swing beam and accessible surfacing to create an inclusive playspace everyone can enjoy!
The Longest and Strongest warranty in the industry

BURKE GENERATIONS WARRANTY®

The values shown in this catalog are in USD, are approximate and are subject to change without notice. Contact your Burke representative for current pricing. Payments are due in full with orders. Unless otherwise noted, all warranties, guarantees, and representations are the responsibility of Burke. The information in this catalog is subject to change without notice.

1. Prices published in this catalog are in USD, are approximate and subject to change without notice. Contact your Burke representative for current pricing. Payments are due in full with orders. Unless otherwise noted, all warranties, guarantees, and representations are the responsibility of Burke. The information in this catalog is subject to change without notice.

2. Warranties are subject to change without notice. Contact your Burke representative for current pricing. Payments are due in full with orders. Unless otherwise noted, all warranties, guarantees, and representations are the responsibility of Burke. The information in this catalog is subject to change without notice.

3. Terms of Sale

4. Pricing: Prices published in this catalog are in USD, are approximate and are subject to change without notice. Contact your Burke representative for current pricing. Payments are due in full with orders. Unless otherwise noted, all warranties, guarantees, and representations are the responsibility of Burke. The information in this catalog is subject to change without notice.

5. Weights: Weights are approximate and may vary with actual order.

6. Installation: All equipment is shipped unassembled. For a list of factory-certified installers in your area, please contact your Burke representative.

7. Specifications: Product specifications in this catalog were correct at the time of publication. However, product improvements are ongoing at Burke, and we reserve the right to change or discontinue specifications without notice.

8. Loss or Damage in Transit: A signed bill of lading is our receipt from a carrier that our shipment is complete and in good condition upon arrival. Before you sign, please check the bill of lading carefully. If any item is missing or damaged, contact your carrier immediately. If the shipment arrives at your door and it appears to be damaged, please contact your carrier immediately.